Who We Are
The Swing Left College Network supports student leaders and groups across the country working to
transform our government in November.
From student debt to climate change to immigration, the upcoming elections will shape our future. We
need a unified student movement to stand up to Trump’s cruel policies and corrupt administration.
Millennials and Gen Z are more diverse and progressive than generations before, and now we’re the
largest block of registered voters in the electorate. When we work together on elections, we elect leaders
who stand up for issues we care about and the values we believe in.
The Swing Left College Network is committed to empowering a national network of young leaders with
the tools needed to create lasting change. Any student or campus group aligned with our mission can join
the Network.

What We Do
We’re working to defeat Trump and the GOP up and down the ballot in November by winning the White
House, the Senate, and the State Houses key to rolling back Republican gerrymandering. We’ll do this by
engaging voters in "Super States"—the battleground states where the key fights of 2020 will be won or
lost.
We empower individual college students to make a difference in these important elections while
developing their leadership skills and building long-term organizing power. And we focus on mobilizing
campus communities located across the U.S. to vote and volunteer, maximizing their impact.
We support members of the College Network in three main ways:

● Strategy: Swing Left does the homework for you, pointing students to key geographies and
effective voter contact opportunities.
● Resources and tools: The College Network provides access to free resources and tools that
are specific to college organizing. We also give Network members one-on-one coaching
and direct support from Swing Left organizers.

● Connections: We build power through our relationships. The Network connects student
leaders across the country to learn from each other, collaborate, and make change
together.

What We Value
Our values center us in ensuring that young people’s lives are at the center of our movement.
●
●
●
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We are i nclusive of all genders, diverse backgrounds, and communities impacted by structural
inequality.
We center youth voices by intentionally developing student leaders to speak for their own
generation.
We focus on tangible and impactful actions you can take now to win in 2020.
We don’t take sides during the primaries but we do organize year-round in key geographies to
elect the eventual Democratic nominees in the most important races impacting our country.

